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Why Play Fesh-Eaters Courts []. So you want to play an army of Nemesor Zahndrekh turned up to 100 with a
sprinkling of cannibalism? Look no further. Allegiance Traits []. Deathless Courtiers: Each time one of your
units wholly within 12 inches of your general or friendly FEC hero takes a wound or mortal wound, they get an
extra 6+ save. Not a lot, but certainly helpful.
Age of Sigmar/Tactics/Death/Flesh-Eaters Courts - 1d4chan
Looking for the latest updates to your codex or battletome? Got a question about how something in your army
works? Each of these FAQs contains all of the most up-to-date errata and answers youâ€™ll need to make
sure that your games run as smoothly as possible, incorporating feedback from you guys and gals out there
in the Warhammer community, the playtesters and of course, our studio design team.
FAQs - Warhammer Community
Everyone's favourite rat-men, just slightly more ill and covered in suppurating infections, here to kill
man-things and stab each other in the back in the Age of Sigmar.This is a pretty complex army with lots of
special rules and abilities that interact with each other, but it can be a deadly one if you learn how to use it.
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